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Abstract: This paper deals with the problem of 

estimating the losses in highly-conducting wires, in a 

frequency range where the transverse dimension is 

comparable to the signal wavelength. In this case the  

standard transmission line model fails since it cannot 

predict high-frequency effects like radiation in the 

transverse plane. Here we use a recently proposed 

enhanced transmission line model which, although it 

is simple as the standard one, can take into account 

properly these effects. This model is obtained starting 

from a full-wave analysis of the propagation along 

perfectly conducting wires, and using an integral 

formulation based on the electromagnetic potentials. 

This model is here upgraded in order to take into 

account the effect of an high but finite wire 

conductivity. By means of the modified model, we 

compare the ohmic losses in the wires to the radiation 

losses in cases of practical interest. 

Key words: Interconnects, high-frequency effects, 

full-wave models, integral formulation. 

1. Introduction 

  In high-speed applications the losses associated to 

the propagation along electric interconnects cause 

serious degradation of signals (crosstalk levels, pulse 

distortion, switching noise, …), hence a correct 

estimation of such losses is essential to study the 

overall system performance. If the propagation is of 

the quasi-TEM type, the correct estimation of losses 

is a consequence of an accurate extraction of the 

transmission line parameters (e.g., [1]-[2]). In many 

applications of practical interest, however, the quasi-

TEM hypothesis no longer holds, due, for instance, to 

an high operating frequency or to strong non-

uniformities of the interconnect. In such cases, 

besides the losses in the conductors and the 

dielectrics, there could be the need to take into 

account losses associated to unwanted radiation. The 

accurate prediction of the losses requires, in 

principle, a full-wave analysis, with a tremendous 

increase of the computational cost  (e.g., [3]). 

Therefore, many authors have proposed generalized 

transmission line model able to describe the high-

frequency behavior of interconnects with low 

computational cost (e.g., [4]). 

  The authors have recently  proposed an enhanced
transmission line (ETL) model to study the 

propagation along two parallel perfectly conducting 

wires in a homogeneous dielectric, when the distance 

between the wires is comparable to the wavelength 

([5]-[6]). The model has been obtained, with suitable 

approximations, starting from a full-wave analysis 

and using an integral formulation based on the 

electromagnetic potentials, hence it can predict   

high-frequency effects like radiation or dispersion 

that cannot be foreseen by the standard transmission 

line (STL) model. The ETL model has the same 

mathematical structure as the STL one, hence the 

computational cost of its simulation is relatively low. 

  In this paper we first upgrade the ETL model in 

order to take into account the effect of an high but 

finite conductivity of the conductors (Section 2). The 

modified model is then used to compare the ohmic 

and the radiation losses in a case study (Section 3). In 

this way we show in what frequency ranges the 

effects of a finite conductivity have to be considered. 

 2. The “enhanced” transmission line model  

2.1 Derivation of the ETL model 

  In the following we only report the main steps 

followed to derive the ETL model. More details may 

be found in [5] and [6]. The considered structure is 

depicted in Figure 1: two parallel lossless conductors 

of length 2 l , geometrically long, with circular cross 

sections; h  and a  are, respectively, the distance 

between the conductors and their radii.  The wires 

connect two terminal devices which are not depicted. 
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Fig. 1.  Interconnect geometry. 
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We assume that the interconnect may be  described 

as a two-port. We use a cylindrical coordinate system 

zr ,,  with the z-axis parallel to the conductor axes.  

  The electromagnetic field can be represented, in the 

frequency domain, through the potentials A  and :

., ABAE j           (1) 

The potentials are given by the two integral relations 

(Lorenz gauge condition): 
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where G is the Green function for the homogenous 

space with propagation constant ck / :
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The distributions of surface charge and current 

densities are determined by imposing the boundary 

conditions and the charge conservation law 

jj s
s

S J0nA ,ˆ ,      (4) 

where )(s is the surface divergence operator. The 

fundamental hypothesis for both the STL and the ETL
models is that the current density field has only the z-

component, as well as the vector potential: 

AJ ss zAzJ ˆ,ˆ .                                  (5) 

The field is of transverse magnetic type, hence in 

each plane z=constant the voltage between the two 

ideal conductors is uniquely defined. Having 

identified with z,  a generic point lying on one of 

the two lateral surfaces, from (5) we get: 

j
z

J
Aj

z
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Therefore, potentials depend solely on the variable z.

Let us indicate with subscripts 1 and 2 the two 

conductors: at a given z the variables 

zAzAzzzzV 2121 ,      (7) 

are, respectively, the voltage between the two 

conductors and the p.u.l. flux of the magnetic field 

linked with the two conductors. In our case the 

common mode current intensity values must be equal 

to zero because the interconnect is ended with two 

one-ports and there is no external excitation. The 

currents and the charges on the two conductors are 

III 21  , QQQ 21 .          (8) 

From equations (6) we immediately get 
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while from relations (2) we obtain, respectively, 
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The kernel K is given by 

;,;;, ms GGK ,        (12) 

where Gs and Gm are respectively the Green functions 

when the source and field points are located on the 

same or on different conductor surfaces.  

The transmission line model that we have obtained 

is described by equations (9), which can be regarded 

as governing equations, and (10)-(11), which are 

constitutive relations. The model contains the STL 

model as a particular case. The STL model, in fact, is 

described by the same governing equations (9) and 

by the following constitutive relations: 

CzQzVzLIz /, ,        (13) 

where the C and L are, respectively, the p.u.l.

capacitance and the inductance of the interconnect. 

These relations may be derived from (10)-(11) when 

the distance h  between the conductors is electrically 

short, that is, 1kh . In this limit the p.u.l. flux (the 

voltage) at a given abscissa z is approximately equal 

to the p.u.l. flux (the voltage) produced by the same 

couple of conductors, but of infinite length, assuming 

a uniform surface current (charge) density. 

The ETL model is described by the governing 

equations (9) and by constitutive relations which are  

derived from (10)-(11) by considering finite length 

conductors and 1kh (the distance h is comparable 

to the wavelength). To derive these relations we first 

consider the dependence of J and  on the variables 

 and z are of a separable type. Then, assuming 

5.2/ ah  and 5hk  we approximate the integrals 

(10)-(11) to their average values on the variable .

Then the constitutive equations of the ETL model are 
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l

l
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In [6] we give the general expression of kernel H, 

which may be split into the sum of a “static” and 

“dynamic” part H=Hstat+Hdyn. Here we report an 

approximate expression obtained by disregarding the 

proximity effect ( 1/ ha ) and assuming 1ka :
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where m  is the complete elliptic integral of the 

first type, )4/()( 222 am ,

2222 4, aRhR sm .       (18) 
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The obtained ETL model, described by two coupled 

differential-integral equations of the first kind (9), 

(14)-(15), can describe properly effects like radiation 

and dispersion which are not predicted by the STL
one (see [5],[6]). The difference between this model 

and the other proposed in literature (e.g., [4],[5]) is in 

the correct evaluation of the singularities of the 

kernel: since mm ln5.0  for 0m , Hstat has 

a singularity of logarithmic type at 0 , while Hdyn

is regular. This is the characteristic singularity 

associated with surface distributions and plays a very 

important role in the radiation problems. 

2.2 The modified ETL model 

  Let us now investigate how the ETL may be 

modified when considering conductors with non-zero 

conductor resistivity  (we assume homogeneous 

conductors).The electric field E is related to the 

current volumetric density field J  through: 

JE .                            (20) 

In such a case the current is diffused throughout the 

conductor section, and the tangential component of 

the electric field at the conductor surfaces is no 

longer zero. Moreover, by combining (20) with the 

charge conservation law and Gauss’s law is easy to 

show that J must be solenoidal inside the conductors. 

Therefore, the electric charge can be accumulated 

only on the conductor surfaces and so the normal 

component of J on the conductor lateral surfaces is 

not generally zero. It clearly follows that we cannot 

contemporary satisfy the hypotheses: i) the current 

density has only the z-component; ii) this component 

also depends on the variable z. Other current density 

components, both radial and azimuthal appear, hence 

no transmission line type model may be derived, 

unless some reasonable approximations are made.  

  Let us assume for a moment that J has only the z-

component and that it does not depend on z:

zJ ˆ,
~~
J ,                 (21) 

where  is the radial coordinate. This assumption 

will be removed later. The equation for the current is 
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In (23) we have introduced the penetration depth 

/2  and taken into account that, in our 

cases of interest, 22 /2k   for /1 .

  The next step is to express the current density as 

function of its distribution at the conductor surface 

,
~

aJ , and then to derive a surface impedance 

relating the electric field on the conductor surface to 

the total current crossing the wire.  

The general solution of (22) can be found in the form 

n

nn jngCJ exp,
~ ,             (24) 

where 
ng  is solution of a Bessel’s equation and 

Cn are constants. For our frequency range of interest 

we can assume a  (for the copper, at 1 GHz, it is 

m1 ), hence the current density differs from zero 

in a layer that is few  thick. In such a case: 

a
j

a

a
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/
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,  (25) 

which is valid for those values of n such that 

/2.0 aNn c  (for example, for mm1a  and 

m1  it must be 15n ). Furthermore, we can 

retain that the current density distribution along 

coordinate  is, with good approximation, described 

by the same shape function )(f  obtained in the 

perfect conductor case, hence: 

faJaJ m

~
,

~
,           (26) 

where aJm

~
 is the average value on . The terms Cn

are nothing but the coefficients of Fourier expansion 

of )(f , unless for the constant factor aJm

~
.

Consequently, when the amplitude of the harmonics 

of )(f of the order greater than Nc are negligible, by 

combining (24) and (25) and by integrating on the 

conductor section, we relate aJm

~
to the current: 

a

j
TITaJ m

2

1
,
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 .                 (27) 

We may now easily take into account the general 

case in which the current density may depend on z

simply by using the same coefficient T:

),(, zTIzaJ m                                     (28) 

This is possible in our case, since the smallest 

characteristic wavelength is greater than .

  Now, by assuming again that J (and hence A) is 

directed along z, at the edge of the conductor also E

is prevalently directed along z. Therefore, the scalar 

potential is almost independent of , and hence the 

first of (6) for the generic conductor becomes: 

zaJzaEzaAj
dz

d
,,,,,,           (29) 

where A, E and J are the components along z. At this 

point, averaging on  and using (28) we obtain: 

)(, zTIzaAj
dz

d
m ,                 (30) 

from which, introducing differential mode variables:

zIZzj
dz

dV
s
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where Zs is the p.u.l. surface impedance defined as

2
1
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Relation (31) substitutes the first of (9), while the 
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other equations remain unaltered, including (14), 

which links the p.u.l. flux to the current intensity.  

3. Case study 

  We study a pair of copper wires with ma 310 ,

mlmh 32 10,10  and m8107.1 . The 

line is fed by a unitary current source [arb] and is 

opened at the other end. We consider the frequency 

range 00 5.21.0 ff , ( GHzf 5.10 ), where the STL

model fails while the ETL one may be used [6]. 

We have evaluated the ohmic power absorbed by 

the line. This has been done both by integrating the 

ohmic power density along the conductors, and by 

making the difference of the values of the power 

2/*Re VIPin absorbed at 0z , evaluated with 

and without the resistivity effects (to remove the 

contribution of the radiated power). 

The model has been solved numerically by means of 

the collocation method [6]. First we have evaluated 

the current distribution, then the voltage distribution 

is obtained according to Lorenz gauge as 

dz

d

k

c
jzV )( .                                 (33) 

Fig.2.  Ohmic power, calculated as (solid) integrating 

the ohmic power density, and (circles) from Pin.

Figure 2 shows that the results agree (the difference 

at some frequencies is due to cancellation problems). 

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the ohmic power,  the 

radiated mean power and the total mean power 

absorbed at 0z . It is evident that the absorbed 

power is due to the ohmic losses for low frequencies 

and to the radiation loss for high frequencies. Note 

that there is a transition frequency above which the 

radiated power becomes greater than the ohmic one. 

The ratio between ohmic and radiated power is 

plotted in Fig.4. The effect of a finite resistivity is 

relevant for frequency ranges where the interconnect 

may still be described by the STL model. When the 

transverse dimension is comparable to the 

wavelength, the loss is mainly due to radiation.   

Fig.3. Ohmic power (dotted), radiated mean power 

(solid), absorbed mean power at z=0 (dashed). 

Fig.4. Ratio between ohmic and radiated mean power 
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